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Living organisms extract information and learn from the surroundings through constant physical 
interactions. For example, humans are particularly receptive to tactile cues (on hands, limbs, and 
torso), which enable the performing of complex tasks like dexterous grasp and locomotion (1). 
Observing and modeling interactions between humans and the physical world are fundamental for 
the study of human behavior, healthcare, robotics, and human-computer interactions. However, 
many studies of human-environment interactions rely on more easily-observable visual or audible 
datasets, because it is challenging to obtain tactile data in a scalable manner. Recently, Sundaram 
et al. coupled tactile-sensing gloves and machine learning to uncover signatures of human grasp 
(2). However, the recording and analysis of whole-body interactions remain elusive, as this would 
require large-scale wearable sensors with low cost, dense coverage, conformal fit, and minimal 
presence, to permit natural human activities.  
 
We present a textile-based tactile learning platform that enables researchers to record, monitor, 
and learn human activities and the associated interactions. Realized with inexpensive 
piezoresistive fibers (0.2 USD/m) and automated machine knitting, our functional textiles offer 
dense coverage (> 1000 sensors) over large complex surfaces (> 2000 cm2). Further, we leverage 
machine learning for sensing correction, ensuring that our system is robust against potential 
variations from individual receptors. To validate the capability of our sensor, we capture diverse 
human-environment interactions (> 1,000,000 tactile frames), and demonstrate that machine 
learning techniques can be used with our data to classify human activities, predict whole-body 
poses, and discover novel motion signatures. This work opens up new possibilities in wearable 
electronics, healthcare, manufacturing, and robotics. 
 

 
Figure 1: Schematic of the textile-based tactile learning platform. (A) Scalable manufacturing of 
tactile sensing textiles using a customized coaxial piezoresistive fiber fabrication system and 



digital machine knitting. A commercial conductive stainless steel thread is coated with 
piezoresistive nanocomposite (composed of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elastomer as the 
matrix and graphite/copper nanoparticles as the conductive fillers). Knitted full-sized tactile 
sensing: (B) gloves, (C) sock, (D) vest, and (E) robot arm sleeve. (F) Examples of tactile frames 
collected during human-environment interactions and their applications explored using machine 
learning techniques. 
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